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Abstract

‘Speaking’ racism is the explicit use of the terms racism and anti-racism, rather than more palatable or ‘positive’ alternatives. To address racism, using the language of racism and anti-racism is critical, as it acknowledges the presence of racism and, in doing so, overcomes denial. Dispositions to speaking racism and anti-racism are positioned within the historical context of racism and the discourse of tolerance in Australia. Interviews with individuals working in local anti-racism in two sites were the primary data source for exploring dispositions to the language of racism and anti-racism. Reticence to speak racism was prevalent, largely driven by fear of inducing defensiveness and sensitivity to the highly emotive nature of racism. A similar ambivalence around the term anti-racism was found, in line with the ‘positive turn’ in anti-racism policy. Alongside this discomfort some local anti-racism actors recognised the role speaking racism could play in challenging denial.
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While conducting a research project on local anti-racism in Australia, I observed firsthand the emotive nature of the language of racism and anti-racism. This paper explores the challenges associated with ‘speaking’ racism and anti-racism, understood here as explicit use of the terms racism and anti-racism, rather than more palatable or ‘positive’ alternatives. The paper is premised on the assertion that if we are to address racism using the language of racism and anti-racism is critical, as it clearly acknowledges the presence of racism and, in doing so, overcomes denial. I posit that dispositions to speaking racism and anti-racism need to be positioned within the historical context of racism in Australia, and amongst the discourse of tolerance that is pervasive in Australia and other Western democracies. I look at what social science tells us constitutes efficacious anti-racism, arguing that ‘speaking’ racism enables a broad range of action analogous to my framework for effective anti-racism. The second part of the paper examines local anti-racism actors’ use of the terms racism and anti-racism, covering both the reticence to speak racism as well as the recognition of the benefits of speaking racism and anti-racism.

**The case for ‘speaking’ racism**

Many commentators have made the assertion that the Australian nation has a racist foundation, citing the colonial British invasion which displaced Aboriginal occupants from lands they worked and adapted for millennia and the subsequent treatment of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders (e.g. Jayasuriya 2002; Nelson and Dunn 2013). In 1901, the *Immigration Restriction Act* was passed as the first order of legislative business for the newly formed Federal Parliament of Australia, designed to exclude non-White races from Australia. The White Australia policy, as it was also known, would remain in place until the 1970s (Nelson and Dunn 2013). This history reveals two axes of Australia’s racist past: Indigenous and non-Indigenous relations in a settler colonial nation and white non-white/migrant relations. In the 1990s a formal political process of reconciliation between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians began. A key milestone in the reconciliation agenda was the 2008 national apology by Prime Minister Kevin Rudd for the removal of Aboriginal children from their parents during the assimilation period. The extent to which the reconciliation process has addressed
the core issue of colonial dispossession is limited, and there remains a feeling that the reconciliation movement asks Aboriginal Australians ‘to reconcile themselves to dispossession without an attendant move from non-Indigenous Australians’ (Nelson and Dunn 2013, 263). Similarly, in regards to Australians of diverse ethnic or migrant backgrounds, the dismantling of the White Australia policy led the way to the development of multicultural policies, designed to celebrate cultural diversity, ensure access and equity, and promote an inclusive national identity. Steps like the reconciliation process and multicultural policies are only a starting point for addressing the profound history of racism in Australia and much remains to be done to address its ongoing effects.

Alongside the historical and continued presence of racism in Australia sits a discourse of tolerance, which posits that Australian society is built on tolerance (Hage 1998). Hage is one of the strongest critics of the idea of tolerance, describing it as an exercise in spatial management. He argues that the dominant White culture has an interest in advocating tolerance, as this framing puts White Australians in control of national space. ‘If ‘racist violence’ is better understood as a nationalist practice of exclusion, ‘tolerance’, in much the same way, can be understood as a nationalist practice of inclusion. Both, however, are practices confirming an image of the White Australian as a manager of national space’ (Hage 1998, p.90-91). Outside of the Australian context, working in the Netherlands and United States, Essed (1991) describes a myth of tolerance and the way it undermines anti-racism. ‘If the reality is defined as a reality of tolerance, there is no legitimate basis for opposition to racism’ (Essed 1991, p.115). The language of tolerance has faced critique both in Australia and elsewhere, for the ability to tolerate is retained by the powerful, leaving minority groups to hope they will be tolerated (Blommaert and Verschueren 1998; Hage 1998). The critique of tolerance has had policy traction in Australia, with government organisations like VicHealth calling for strategies that are about ‘More than Tolerance’ (Paradies et al. 2009). Balint (2006; 2010; 2013) has presented a strong challenge to the distaste for the language of tolerance, preferring it to alternatives like respect. Balint (2010) argues that tolerance is a minimal condition for people with diverse ideological, religious, and other beliefs, in proximate spaces, and asserts that the boundaries of tolerance are far broader than the boundaries of respect.
The discourse of tolerance is made possible by denying racism. The denial of racism is a central feature of modern racism, and manifests at both an individual and a political level, present in Australia and throughout the West (see, for example, van Dijk 1992; Wetherell and Potter 1992; Augoustinos and Every 2007; Dunn and Nelson 2011; Nelson 2013a). Political denial of racism in the Australian context is evident in the recent harmony agenda. The Howard Government implemented the *Living in Harmony* programme in 1996, at its outset ‘an anti-racism education and awareness campaign’ (Australian Government Department of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs 1998, p.2), but the programme quickly took a ‘positive turn’ (citing Goldberg, Lentin 2008, p.313), with anti-racism subsumed into a ‘harmony’ agenda. Within this framework the language of racism and anti-racism was avoided. The harmony agenda was associated with particular types of anti-racism. Ho (2009) discusses Lentin’s idea of the positive turn in Australia as a focus on celebratory initiatives, that emphasise commonalities between diverse groups, rather than policies and programmes that seek to understand and disrupt continued experiences of racism. In line with this positive turn, under the Howard Government the United Nations International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination became ‘Harmony Day’ in Australia. The Gillard Government launched an anti-racism strategy in August 2012 and this strategy broke from the past by directly engaging the language of racism and anti-racism. However, from the late 1990s until 2012, anti-racism initiatives were largely framed in terms of harmony. This framing contributes to the discourse of tolerance and does little to challenge the legacies of racism and contemporary experiences of racism in Australia.

The discourse of tolerance is not limited to Australia. Goldberg (2002) and Lentin (2008) observe the positive turn in anti-racism policy in the United States and Europe respectively. In the United Kingdom the discourse of tolerance is strongly reflected in the community cohesion agenda (Cheong et al. 2007). According to this policy framework, the remedy to interethic tension is strengthening community ties and shared values, rather than addressing racism (Worley 2005). The community cohesion agenda, much like the harmony agenda in Australia, fails to face up to racism.
political denial of racism in australia can be found in government responses to specific incidents of racism, including the cronulla riots and the much publicised violent attacks on indian students. following the cronulla riots on a southern sydney beach in 2005, poynting (2006) interrogated then prime minister john howard’s refusal to use the ‘r’ word. in a key address following the cronulla riots howard stated he did ‘not accept there is underlying racism in this country’ and warned the australian public it would be an ‘enormous mistake if we began to wallow in generalised self-criticism’ (howard 2005, p.1-2). howard constructs public debate and critical reflection about racism as unnecessary and unproductive. denial was also the dominant political response to the attacks on indian students in mid-2009 (dunn et al. 2011). it was only when the income derived from the international education sector, australia’s fourth largest national export, appeared under threat, that political responses shifted from denying racism to emphasising the government’s intolerance of racist violence and the strength of their response. failing to speak racism in policy and in response to incidents of racism narrows the range of possibilities for anti-racism (nelson 2013b).

the literature that directly examines what constitutes efficacious local anti-racism is relatively sparse (paluck and green 2009). however, my reading of the literature suggests that effective anti-racism must have a broad reach, addressing not only what psychologists and sociologists have termed ‘old’ and ‘new’ racisms (walker 2001), but also the sense of loss sometimes attached to discussions of demographic change; denial of racism; and acknowledgment of white privilege. ‘old’ racism is blatant and hostile (walker 2001), while ‘new’ or ‘modern’ racism is subtle and unconscious (mcconahay 1986), focusing on asserted incompatible cultural difference rather than racial hierarchies (jayasuriya 2002). anti-racism needs to be responsive to both traditional and ‘new’ forms of racism, based not on colour, but on culture (modood 1997) and religion (vasta 2007, p.31). anti-racism must also address the sense of loss for majority group members that is sometimes associated with diversity and policies of multiculturalism (e.g. hage 1998; vasta 1996; ang 2000), as this can be an antecedent to racism. vasta (1996) argued that ‘…anglo australians have benefitted from that dominant anglo
identity, whether they are racist or not. This sense of loss is not itself racist, but it can often be expressed through racist discourse and practices’ (p.56).

The prevalence of denial, discussed earlier, suggests that a key task of anti-racism is to establish itself as a legitimate, necessary activity. Overcoming denial involves education on what constitutes racism. Racism must be understood as more than an individual affliction, suffered by ‘ignorant’, working class, white people (Ang 2000). Recognising that racism is embedded in cultural and institutional practices structures how we do anti-racism. One form of denial is ‘deflections from the mainstream’ (Nelson 2013b), whereby the problem of racism is located within a small, aberrant pocket of the population. If racism is contained to an aberrant few, speaking racism in relation to racist cultural or institutional practices becomes challenging.

Another key task of anti-racism is increasing recognition of white privilege. Anti-racism must move beyond racist acts, ‘racists’, and material inequality, to encompass questions about privilege and white hegemony (Green et al. 2007; Sefa Dei 1996). Along these lines, anti-racism could involve challenging individuals to see how they are personally implicated or benefit from racist practices, that they are not located outside of racism (O’Brien 2009). Green and Sonn (2006) argue that ‘simply not recognising whiteness within anti-racism practice reproduces its power’ (p.382). Effective anti-racism needs to focus on more than racist attitudes, and challenge the primacy of white Australia in constructions of national identity.

Efficacious anti-racism must be broad ranging, and utilise a wide range of strategies. Dunn et al. (2001) classified anti-racism by local government in Australia as being either celebratory, hosting festivals and facilitating diverse cultural activities, or regulatory, addressing racism and local tensions. A third goal of local anti-racism is educative. In both the current study and Dunn et al. (2001) celebratory initiatives were the most common anti-racism strategy used at a local level, initiatives which typically involve bringing people of varied ethnic backgrounds together in an enjoyable setting, or exposing Anglo Australians to the culture of non-Anglo ‘others’ (Dunn et al. 2001). These initiatives are premised on the idea that interethnic contact reduces prejudice. Celebrations of diversity have been heavily critiqued in the literature, for stereotyping and commodifying otherness.
(Jordan and Weedon 1995; Poynting and Mason 2008; Mansouri et al. 2007; Kymlicka 2010), as well as failing to address racism (Rothenberg 2000; Babacan and Hollinsworth 2009) and economic and political inequalities (Kymlicka 2010; Marotta 2006). Celebrations play an important role, however, in promoting inclusive conceptions of national identity, and some authors have argued that food related celebrations, for example, can offer much more than a ‘touristic’ approach to diversity (Richardson 2011). Celebrations may cross over into the realm of education, but cannot regulate against racism. If we think back to the key tasks of efficacious anti-racism, for example, confronting denial and questioning white privilege, it is clear that other forms of anti-racism are needed alongside celebrations. As I present the interview data below, I reflect on why celebratory anti-racism was predominate in the localities I studied and provide commentary on how ‘speaking’ racism and anti-racism relates to local action.

‘I just don’t like the word racism’: reticence to ‘speak’ racism

The findings reported here are based on a research project about local anti-racism in Australia, within which 22 interviews were conducted with individuals working on local anti-racism in two case study areas (in New South Wales and South Australia) and a further eight interviews were undertaken with those working in anti-racism at a state or federal level. Reticence to speak racism was expressed by participants from varied gendered, racial and organisational positionings. The level at which an interviewee worked was the strongest predictor of willingness to speak racism, with the greatest reluctance found amongst those working at a local level. One explanation for this resistance is that local interviewees were engaged in a process of place defending, protecting their locality from being branded a racist space, an explanation discussed in detail elsewhere (Nelson in press). An alternative explanation, elaborated below, was that, for participants working at a local level, their work role structured their willingness to speak racism.

Even among this specialist group who were heavily involved in interethnic community relations, discomfort with the term racism was common. For a small minority of participants, discomfort was rooted in denial of racism. I refer to this as an absence discourse (Nelson 2013b).
Camille exercised caution when talking about racism, because she believed that false claims of racism were deployed by some people to ‘get a benefit or get out of trouble’.

Oh we do, but we have to be very careful with it because… sometimes members of the community use racism as a way to get a benefit or get out of trouble. [Describes example of a large African family being refused rental accommodation and claiming discrimination]. So we have to be very careful because it’s quite easy to use racism as the scapegoat for a lot of things, and... actually, I don’t think there’s racism in Australia... it may be hidden, but not you know overtly. [Camille, community organisation, NSW]

While it was unclear whether or not there was racism in the example Camille provided, there are reports of discrimination in the rental housing market in Australia (Equal Opportunity Commission of Western Australia 2009; Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission 1991) and so the concerns of discrimination from the African family may well have been reasonable. Camille undermined these claims to racism. While making attributions to racism is a complex process (see, for example, Major et al. 2002; Stangor et al. 2003), reporting experiences of discrimination may be painful (Schmitt and Branscombe 2002), and international research indicates that individuals are more likely to under rather than overestimate experiences of racism (Kaiser et al. 2006; Mellor et al. 2001; Sechrist et al. 2004). Camille’s claims then that the groups she works with routinely use racism to their own advantage appear weak in light of this literature. In her denial, Camille discredited and pathologised those who made claims of racism (Essed 1991). The idea that racism is used to ‘get a benefit’ has strong parallels with the discourse of ‘special treatment’ associated with Aboriginal Australians, beliefs that Aboriginal people receive excessive government benefits and assistance compared to non-Aboriginal members of the community (Pedersen and Barlow 2008; Pedersen et al. 2000).

The defensiveness the term racism could induce was a reason to be cautious. Nerida, Rosa and Pejna, below, felt if used inappropriately, the term racism could be counterproductive.

Personally, very comfortable. In my position I would be really careful about using it because I think that it alarms people and alienates people. [Later] There’s also part of me that thinks, you know I’m hesitating now because even though I am comfortable, I think if you use the term
racism it can be used to stop looking at what the issues really are. [Nerida, local government, NSW]

If you can use it to shock them and then let them hear what you’ve got to say, then it’s good. But if it’s going to be, well no that doesn’t exist, then that’s not useful ‘cause you’ve closed down the conversation and you’re not going to get anywhere. We talk about it internally but... [Rosa, community organisation, NSW]

When I first started I used racism a lot but I came to a point that people are a little bit kind of afraid whenever they hear racism it's something big so I started to replace... I started to replace with a multicultural approach as like the flip side of... and then people are more interested in doing and talking. But if it's racism it's a little bit - people who experience racism, they jump on the word and they talk about it. But mainstream doesn't like that. So I'm not using it as much as I used to use it. [Pejna, community organisation, NSW]

Participants were ambivalent about the term racism and its appropriate use. Nerida first claimed to be ‘very comfortable’ with the term in her own personal life, but more cautious in her professional role. She then questioned herself, expressing concern that using the term racism can stymie further investigation of complex issues. Nerida’s reluctance to use the term racism may relate to the dominant understanding of racism as an individual level problem, and reflect that in everyday conversation a discussion of racism tends not to be about racist cultural and institutional practices.

Nerida and Pejna were wary of alienating people, while Rosa worried that the term closed down conversation. All three interview participants recognised the power of the term, reflecting that ‘it’s something big’ (Pejna), it ‘alarms people’ (Nerida) and ‘you can use it to shock them’ (Rosa). If the intention is to challenge privilege, using the term racism may be acceptable, with the right people in the right setting. The delicacy of negotiating racism at an interpersonal level has been raised in the literature (Guerin 2005; Pedersen et al. 2011). Individuals may be inhibited from responding to racism by perceived risks to interpersonal relationships (Hyers 2007; Scully and Rowe 2009).

Nerida explicitly makes a distinction between speaking racism in her personal and professional lives. In all three accounts Nerida, Rosa and Pejna’s caution about speaking racism is strongly related to their positioning within their organisations. Pejna traced her use of the term racism, stating that
when she first began working in interethnic community relations she used the term a lot, but her language use changed over time to engage with her ‘mainstream’ colleagues. The regulation of racism was palpable in these participant accounts, as they struggled to find appropriate language to talk about negative orientations to difference. Living with difference need not necessarily always be about harmony or unity, and it may be that creating space for difference means engaging with disagreements, contestation and conflict (Balint 2006; Balint 2010). Part of creating space for difference is about having access to language that engages with these issues.

The desire to focus on positives or strengths, rather than racism, was common among local interview participants. Although Rosa, the manager of a community organisation in NSW, saw speaking racism as important in general (discussed below), when it came to her local area, she had an interest in highlighting its strengths, rather than talking about racism. Kim similarly explained why the language of diversity was preferred to that of racism.

...the other thing is that we try to talk about strengths based and we try to say that we are a strengths based organisation – so to acknowledge that the people in our area are probably more racist than anybody else – it’s probably not something that we want to highlight. We would be wanting to say we want – the diversity in our area is fabulous... [Rosa, community organisation, NSW]

Racism is a horrendous thing, you know, and people who experience any form – particularly blatant racism – it’s horrendous. Diversity, on the other hand, is exciting and positive. [Kim, local government, SA]

Reticence to speak racism was linked to characterisations of Australians as tolerant. Participants working at a state or federal level were able to provide a more macro view of racism, and in doing so provided commentary on the discourse of tolerance that they saw as pervasive in Australia.

I think that part of almost a cultural trait of Australians is to say, we’re a very tolerant people and there are pockets of racist behaviour – we’re not racist. [Dieter, federal government]

…there’s this idyllic view that people like to have of Australia that we’re not a racist country. So calling it racism is a bit sort of challenging that. I mean, our leaders will say, oh we have zero
tolerance of racism in Australia… But they’re not prepared to go the next step and say, and that particular action is racism. [Ian, federal government]

Dieter linked tolerance with Australian identity, and asserted that the discourse of tolerance was so prevalent that it could almost be considered a ‘cultural trait’. Ian referred to the way political leaders state they have ‘zero tolerance’ of racism (see, for example, Dunn et al. 2011), yet are not prepared to admit an instance of racism. The claim to zero tolerance becomes empty if the existence of racism in a given situation is not acknowledged.

Racism as a ‘clue term’: benefits of ‘speaking’ racism

Alongside the discomfort and ambivalence was a strong recognition, in some interviews, of the advantages of using the term racism. While acknowledgment of the benefits of speaking racism was higher amongst participants working at a state or federal level, some local participants, like Simon, strongly argued for speaking racism.

Oh yeah, we use the word racism, we use the word discrimination. We use the word invasion and settlement. Invasion and settlement. Because they’re clue terms, they explain the processes collectively what happened. [Simon, school principal, SA]

Simon related the term racism to the term invasion, a word used to describe the arrival of the British in Australia. The appropriateness of describing the arrival of white settlers as an invasion has been a matter of debate amongst historians and educators in particular (Veracini 2003; Augoustinos et al. 1999; Augoustinos et al. 2002). The discourse of invasion has also been used to describe Asian migration to Australia (Jupp 1998), and more recently asylum seeker arrivals in Australia (Every and Augoustinos 2008). Simon also used the word settlement, suggesting that he was taking a middle ground with language. Simon considered the term racism as controversial and potentially divisive as the word ‘invasion’ had been. He recognised the importance of language, however, describing these concepts as ‘clue terms’, arguing that the use of these particular words, rather than alternatives, begins to explain real events and circumstances. Schools appeared to be more willing than other local
institutions to speak racism. For example, another school principal talked about anti-racism being a natural and essential component of the curriculum, akin to anti-bullying.

Speaking openly about racism was seen as an important step in addressing it by half of the state/federal interview participants, and, to a lesser extent, local participants (4 of 22).

I try and name it ’cause I think people are frightened to talk about it... But I think until we challenge people I think you have to name it. [Brigid, state government]

Brigid acknowledged the reluctance to speak about racism, but argued it needs to be named. Individual and public acknowledgment of the presence of racism importantly challenges denial.

Interview participants working at the state/federal levels were more comfortable speaking about racism than local interview participants. My interview with a senior federal bureaucrat, Richard, took place shortly after the Federal Government released their new Multicultural Policy (Australian Government 2011). The policy was significant in that it made direct reference to racism, unlike earlier policy documents, and included plans for a National Anti-Racism Strategy. It was in this context that I asked Richard about using the term racism in his work.

I do, but I know that um, there has been a hesitancy in government to use that term for some time and it was quite a breakthrough that in the new policy they used the term… But basically I think it’s very hard to solve a problem if you don’t recognise the problem.

[Later] ...you can talk about harmony and no one can necessarily make the link that you’re talking about racism. [Richard, federal government]

Richard acknowledged the previous absence of the term racism from government language, and stated that naming racism signified ‘a significant change in direction’. Speaking racism in the recent Multicultural Policy was a conscious decision by the Australian government, and previously not using the term was an equally strategic decision. Richard recognised that ‘the use of the term is important’. Unsurprisingly, talking about harmony and understanding does not clearly communicate an interest in addressing racism.
‘Our big problem is the word’: ‘speaking’ anti-racism

Ambivalence was not limited to the term racism; participants were equally if not more ambivalent about the term anti-racism. Again, there was more reluctance to speak anti-racism at a local compared to state/federal level. There was no consensus on words that were preferred, though alternatives included harmony, integration, understanding and respect. As tools to combat racism, these alternatives all conceptualise racism as an individual pathology. A review of the Living in Harmony programme recommended that anti-racism initiatives and messaging should be ‘subtle, non threatening, positive, apolitical, engaging, encouraging, warm, optimistic and non dictatorial’ (Australian Government Department of Immigration and Citizenship 2009, p.6). Very strong anti-racism messages were seen as alienating and therefore potentially counterproductive. This view of anti-racism was evident in the way interview participants spoke about local anti-racism.

Sophia (NSW) described anti-racism as ‘a brave word’ but felt it was a lofty aim. Other participants were critical of the word itself, and the implications of using it.

Now our big problem is the word. We don't like the word anti-racism at all because that implies that there is racism already. We'd never use that word and I've never used it even [in other workplaces directly looking] at these sort of things. I guess I'd like a positive word rather than a negative. [Later] Anti-racism assumes always that there is something happening out there that we're trying to stop. What I'd rather have is some strategies around including people into something that's positive. [Karla, local government, SA]

Karla objected to the term anti-racism because it implied there was racism. This fundamental objection, though not stated as explicitly by other participants, was pervasive, particularly in local participants' discussions of anti-racism. Advocating a strengths based model, as Karla did, was common among the interview participants. Karla expressed genuine concerns about positive action. But if we think about orientations to difference, this approach only allows for positive orientations. Replacing anti-racism with a positive term is likely to lead to a predominance of celebratory initiatives, and this was the case in the local areas under study. The direction of influence is unclear: language may proceed action, action may influence language, or, most likely, both of these processes
are occurring in tandem. Talking in terms of anti-racism, in my view, would allow for a wider range of anti-racism activity, such as raising awareness of white privilege and addressing systemic racism. Speaking anti-racism, rather than harmony or respect, for example, may pave the way for action targeted at racist cultural and institutional practices, programmes that go beyond educating the ‘racist’ individual.

Rosa similarly avoided the term anti-racism, arguing that people were more comfortable with positive terms.

Um, I think people are probably more comfortable with – although harmony’s sort of lost its positive spin too now, but you know those sort of terms about celebrating diversity and those sort of – rather than anti-racism. [Rosa, community organisation, NSW]

The transience of terminology in interethnic community relations is evident here. Rosa acknowledged that harmony, while once popular, ‘has lost its positive spin too now’. Ho and Dreher (2006) documented the shift in terminology in the early 2000s in Australia, from racism to harmony. We get the sense of an endless search for language most appropriate to capture and describe the issues. This may be an ongoing effect of discourses of denial. Continual changes in language and the goals of local anti-racism have the effect of setting up moving targets, and debilitating local action. Deborah, manager of a community services organisation in South Australia, reflected that simply being asked about her use of the term harmony challenged her and prompted her to consider her discomfort with the language of anti-racism. Thomas, from the tertiary education sector in South Australia similarly said that even being asked about terminology challenged him and made him think ‘there is a need to be more upfront with language’.

Kim talked about the need for language to be appropriate to a specific setting.

I think that sometimes it depends on who you’re actually addressing… I’m working on a project right at the moment which is looking at addressing some of the conflict between Aboriginal and African – particularly young males. Now... we talk about it as an anti-racism project. But the moment I’m out within a community – or even if I’m talking to elected members – the project is... turned from – into a positive connotation. [Kim, local government, SA]
Privately, with colleagues, Kim discusses projects as anti-racism. In a public setting, she turns anti-racism into ‘a positive connotation’. Several interview participants spoke of their disparate use of language within their organisation and outside, in public settings. In this way, anti-racism was hidden from public view. Intuitively it seems sensible to be strategic about using the language of racism and anti-racism, as long as this can be done without the issue being silenced. The effect of using the words racism and anti-racism in varied settings requires further research.

Lorraine felt anti-racism worked best when the language of anti-racism was not used and the anti-racist intent of a project was hidden.

…nobody is labelling this in a heavy handed way as anti-racism, this is just a cultural festival that we do in our community as part of community development. I think that’s such a good way of bringing it in, yeah.

[Later] Yeah, yeah, it’s not branded as that and if you stopped the people who were going around the stalls and asked them about anti-racism they’d look at you blankly. You know, why are you bothering me about anti-racism when I’m having fun at a festival on a sunny day and I think that’s just exactly the way to do it. [Lorraine, state government]

Lorraine described anti-racism as ‘a heavy handed way’ of characterising interethnic community relations projects. The anti-racism that she praised was mostly celebratory and about facilitating productive contact. However, celebratory anti-racism initiatives are only one component of a broad array of anti-racism tools needed to combat racism. Lorraine seemed critical of initiatives that more directly focus on addressing racism, yet putting people together in enjoyable settings has limited effects on racism (Allport 1954/1979; Pedersen et al. 2005; Pedersen et al. 2011).

Lorraine also referred to the ‘branding’ of interethnic community relations projects. This use of marketing language is an example of the way that social policy has been colonised by advertising discourse (Fairclough 1992). Presenting anti-racism in this way suggests that, in the current environment, anti-racism is something that needs to be sold to the public, and that we must determine the best way of ‘packaging’ anti-racism. But effective anti-racism may not always be palatable. It may be that at least some anti-racism needs to be confronting, and needs to make people
uncomfortable. Future research needs to evaluate the effects of varying types of anti-racism campaigns over extended periods of time to determine the most effective tenor of anti-racism.

**Conclusion: local language of racism and anti-racism?**

Interview participants were ambivalent about the language of racism and anti-racism, more so at the local level than among those working at state/federal level. The underlying drivers of this ambivalence are not yet clear. I suspect that our desire to ‘move on’ from colonial dispossession and the overt racism of the White Australia policy period plays a central role in our collective affective response to the language of racism and anti-racism, but this assertion requires further research. Local anti-racism actors engaged with the language of racism and anti-racism in similar ways, in spite of the fact that the two case study areas were geographically distant, with different immigration histories and cultural demography. While participants acknowledged that using the term racism could be powerful and challenging, they were wary of its use for the same reasons. Alternatives to anti-racism like harmony, celebrating diversity, and welcoming programmes were preferred. These served to construct the problem of racism as operating at the level of the individual, rather than recognising the racism inherent in cultural and institutional practices. The preference for positive terminology left participants without the language to contemplate interethnic disharmony or conflict, yet acknowledging negative orientations is an important part of creating space for difference (Balint 2006; Balint 2010).

Local interview participants carefully regulated their use of the terms racism and anti-racism, fearing defensiveness and that using the language of racism and anti-racism might be counterproductive. It is difficult to know whether these beliefs came from experience using the terms, or was driven by public prohibitions around the language of racism and anti-racism. Future research could examine empirically the effects of varied terminology when confronting or attempting to address racism.

The preference for positive language amongst many local interview participants was paired with a predominantly celebratory approach to local anti-racism. It may be that national politics of
anti-racism structure the *conditions of possibility* (Fairclough 2003) for local anti-racism. At a national level, the framing of anti-racism as about harmony and celebration, meant that local anti-racism projects were more likely to attract funding if they were ‘branded’ or ‘spun’ in this way. While celebrations are important in promoting inclusive conceptions of national identity, they must occur alongside other forms of anti-racism. This paper discussed the need for anti-racism to address ‘old’ and ‘new’ racisms, confront denial, address the loss sometimes associated with neighbourhood change, and raise awareness of white privilege. Local anti-racism should encompass celebratory, educative and regulatory initiatives. Currently programmes that raise questions about white privilege or provide opportunities for long term optimal contact, for example, need to be framed in positive terms to attract funding.

In both Australia and the United Kingdom government denial of racism and the depoliticising of anti-racism is common; there has been a ‘sustained retreat’ (Bloch & Dreher 2009, p.197) from the language of anti-racism with programmes framed as ‘harmony’ or ‘cohesion’ initiatives. The extent to which these depoliticised policy frameworks can engage with the racist foundations of the Australian state and attendant social, educational, and economic inequalities is limited, and the core issues of colonial dispossession and white privilege remain firmly present. Despite state denial of racism, state and federal participants in this research, most of whom were public servants, readily acknowledged racism and the need for anti-racism. This may be related to the timing of the interviews, which took place shortly after the February 2011 announcement of a new Multicultural Policy (Australian Government 2011). The fact that this policy document openly acknowledged racism and included plans for an anti-racism strategy may have created some space for conversation about racism. Alternatively, it may be that people working on anti-racism, both at the state/federal and local levels, have highly developed critical literacy about anti-racism. For this engagement with racism to continue, speaking racism and anti-racism is critical, as it confronts denial and forces us to contemplate negative orientations to difference as well as positive ones.
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